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Dear GuestsIn 15 minutes I shall give you the short and correct answer to this!No, I shall not, but I will point out some perspectives I think should be relevant for our discussion – from my point of wievBe aware – the question is NOT about the NMAs!



2007   2017 2027
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2007 : First iPhoneSocial media «explosion»	How far is it since 2007? 10 years – ten extremely busy years  also in a technological perspectiveFirst Iphone then – long before we got this  sphone to be our always wear computer telling steps and 24/7 global communticatingWhen this 10 years have passed so quickly and with so many developments, what is likely to happen the next decade? And what will then be the relevance and benefits of NSD? To underline – the question for this session is NOT the relevance om the NMAs. It is the qustion of NSDI.  Is that the same , or not?  It is probably up to us – sitting here – to decide. We have the privelege – and the duty – to make the NMAs relevant for the future – for the next decade.



Trends
(still everything happens somewhere)
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We do know a lot about this ! Internet of things – Big data – analysis – dynamic datasets – 4 d dimension – climate changes –and  everything still happens somewhere – even the crimes taking place in the space – the so –called « no scene of crime» also happens somewhere. The hackers of internet are some where or others,  the servers are based on the grown, but different programs are created to hidden this guys..   The trends presuppose – take for granted – that there is an infrastructure. How should this elsewhere be possible? 



•NEVER 
TOO 
OLD 

TO GO  
DIGITAL
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It is never too late or too old to og digital.  ( Also the immigants are very clever to learn how to be digital. ). The potential of the marked is  - as we all know - enormous in all respects. ( I met this 89 years old lady on the plane the other day). The question is what need and what use will the different users have and need and how will we meet them?  
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Make data 
digital and 
available

Open and 
free data

Understand
the users

Authoritative 
data – “protect”

the users

Spatial data evolution
OPEN AND FREE DATA !
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Make data available: Starting in the 70s, a growing  acknowledgement that we needed to make data available for the public. From paper to digital formats made this easier. Open and free data: For the last 20 years, there has been a growing demand to distribute spatial data for free. The argument has been that the tax-payers already had payed for the data, and it is not right that they had to pay one more time for the data. Countless reports and business cases, show huge social benefits.  I am very dedicated to open data ! It has solved a lot of misunderstanding, og created much better relationship between private enterprises and NMA.Understand the users: Make data available and free, is not enough. For the last 10 years or so, there has been more emphasis on meeting user expectations and needs and facilitate data in an user friendly way. Easy and relevant!Authoritative data: In understanding the users, there is an acknowledgement that we need to give the users reliable data that they can trust. In a society characterized by information overflow, the state must provide data of high quality, and “protect” the users from junk. The tem fake new, that we frequently have heard lately, underline this point.The digital journey is not at its end – at the beginning! 



Disruptive innovation 
and technology
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A disruptive innovation is an innovation that creates a new market and value network and eventually disrupts an existing market and value network, displacing established market leading firms, products and alliances.DEFINITION of 'Disruptive Technology'A technology that significantly alters the way that businesses operate. A disruptive technology may force companies to alter the way that they approach their business, risk losing market share or risk becoming irrelevant.Example:Frozen water version 1: Gather big block of ice in the winter and store them in a best possible way for distribution in summerFrozen water version 2: Build a factory that produce ice all year round and deliver when the customer order iceFrozen water version 3: When everybody has a freezer in their home and produce to their own need. The expert delivering version 1, is not necessarily the ones that will develop version 2 and so on.Many examples of well established technologies and business that over night becomes obsolete. How does this hit the national mapping authorities?New technologies – blockchain – what will that do or create of possibilities for the land registration and for the brokers as the transation process can be “ handfree” -  no reckoning by man any more – are we prepared?  Do we prepasre our organisations to take part, or are we waiting for “later on”?



User orientation

Make available Convert Build

Distribute

Coordinate

Optimize

Customize

Engage

Interact
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Meet the needs of the usersOur needs are not importantThis figure shows a scale of maturity. From making data available through distribution “(come and get if you want it”) through converting data to eventually engaging and interacting with the user with the aim of building the society or crating business.And then data  should be open and free!



What is NSDI?
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All of us sitting HERE I am sure has an opinion about the content of this concept. I am not sure that the rest of the world share this knowlegde! But what everyone working with data experiences, is to go to your destination by any  vehicle,  the need of good roads with robust cars, and no traffic jams and no accidents. This concept is more or less to be transmitted to spatial data as well.  There are no possibly to integrate data without a good infrastructure.  And to our opinion – based on spatial data.WHY : because everything happens somewhere!This is the main question. In the past picture, I spoke about the infrastructure of roads.  We know it is the smae with data. We also have seen – and the future trends perspective underline  this need – for more and more dataintegration.NSDI is a part of this, Integration will flow in many – in all – ways – our NSDIs must be applicable to this development.   This is our great – and may be only – chance! So – the very big question is : How should the NMA keep relevant?In my last part of this presentation- I will give you some glimpses of ways I find relevant and  necessary to go



Digital model of reality
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We have since 1773 made models of the real world This is also our main task now, but now we make digital models of the real world.(Digitalization opens up many opportunities, and enables all kind of spatial data to be linked in one model. The common ground is locationStandardization )To know what we can add to the world wide web is the first necessity.  We are able – by our own data – by integration with other datasets – to make the digital model of reality. 



Need for authoritative 
data

• Reliable
• Accessible
• Standardized
• Relevant
• User friendly

Used for :
• Better decision-making
• Analysis of multiple 

dataset
• Extrapolations
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This is probably the main factor why our data should be preferred  in the NSDIs . Why else should anyone use data from the NMAs - But this presuppose there will be a need for infrastructure.This is probably the main factor why our data should be preferred  in the NSDIs . 



Cooperation – a must!

65,2 million

5,3 million
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Norway is a small country in terms of population. We are dependent on a clos cooperation with our friends….And this might be transferred to us and our situation – the NMA s are small and we need to cooperate internally and with other dataproducers and data providers.  



Land and sea mapping
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Many similarities – measuring heights and depths In Norway, we have organized land-mapping and hydrographic service in one and same organization. Over the years, we have seen more and more benefits from coordinate and develop common data management systemsWhat we all need to do: Co – operation in one nation Co – operation within nationsCo – operation within regions¨Co – operation within continentsCo – operation between regions and nationCo – operation on a global level



Infrastructures – nationally
and international



Will NSDIs exist as 
separate entities or be 
part of Government Data 
Infrastructure? 

• We are already integrated – luckily!  It will be 
more….

• How automated data processing will impact NSDIs
policies?
There will be no specific NSDI policies. We will

survive if – and only if! - we deliver what the users
need. Further integration….



Arctic SDI
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Between nations across regions – or another region – the circumpolar region. The flags shows the participants. 
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